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This is an agreement between The Prickled Rose and ________________________ for the purchase of an 

African Pygmy Hedgehog. This is a legally binding contract. 

Buyer Information: 

First Name: __________________ Last Name: _________________ 

Address: ________________________________________________________________________   

City: _________________ State: _________________ Zip Code: __________________ 

Driver License #: ___________________________  

Phone Number: _________________________ (Please Circle One) Cell | Home | Work 

Buyer’s Email: _________________________________________________________________ 

Hedgehog Information: 

Hedgehog Name (As Listed): ________________ Sex: _____________ 

Description (Color/Pattern): ________________________ Price: ___________ 

Buyer Agreements (Please initial after reading each section) 

The Prickled Rose treats all their hedgehogs like family and expects the families buying our hedgehogs to treat 

them the same. The hedgehog is not to be left alone for extended periods of time. The hedgehog will not be 

left alone outside alone for any period of time. (To clarify you may bring them outside if temperatures permit, 

they enjoy playtime outside, but they cannot be housed outside at any period of time). The hedgehog will be 

provided with proper food, water, shelter, cage, veterinary care and climate control (must have a CHE set 

up) (hedgehogs must be kept between 72-82 degrees 74-80 degrees is preferred). The hedgehog will be 

provided a proper wheel (A solid bucket wheel is preferred like the Carolina Storm Bucket Wheel or a Sonoran 

Desert Hedgehogs Wheel (On Facebook Or Etsy.com), Kaytee comfort wheels also work well but can be noisy) 

A proper wheel is 10.5-12 inches with no slots or holes. KAYTEE SILENT SPINNERS ARE NOT 

ALLOWED AS THEY ARE A SAFETY RISK. Cages need to be a minimum of 4 square feet, larger is 

preferred. We do require proof of habitat and set up before we allow them to go home and have the right to 

reschedule or decline adoption if enclosure is inhumane or unsafe. You will be given a designated amount of time 

to make changes to the enclosure, failure to do so will result in termination of adoption and will not receive a 

refund on your deposit.  

By initialing here _______ I agree & understand the care requirements and will provide proper care and 

love to my hedgehog. 

Here at The Prickled Rose we do our best to identify color and temperament but are not responsible for 

changes over time. Color can change as the hedgehog ages. A 6-week-old can look different than a 6-month-old. 

We will also do our best to describe temperament, but this can be affected by many factors. The main influence 
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on temperament will be handling. We recommend a minimum daily handle of 30 minutes to an hour a day. 

Here at The Prickled Rose we begin to handle our babies as young as 2 weeks and spend every day socializing 

them. At time of adoption Buyer is responsible for approval of condition of hedgehog before taking the 

hedgehog out of our possession. We assume no financial responsibility for veterinary care after the 

hedgehog has left our care. If the Buyer is no longer able to care for the hedgehog at any point of the hedgehog’s 

life the Buyer MUST contact The Prickled Rose to either surrender or in the rare case we don’t have room, get 

professional advice on who to surrender to. We will find a proper home for the hedgehog. Failing to do so can 

result in legal action. 

By initialing here ________ I agree & understand color and temperament can change and will not hold 

The Prickled Rose responsible. 

By initialing here ________ I agree & understand that if I cannot care for the hedgehog that I have to 

return it to The Prickled Rose. 

Health Guarantee (Please initial after reading each section): 

Our Hedgehogs come with a 7-day health guarantee. If in the first 7 days, the hedgehog is found to have an 

illness that a veterinary can confidently say was the result The Prickled Rose we will provide a replacement 

hedgehog or refund purchase price of hedgehog minus the deposit.  

We also offer a 1-year congenital health guarantee. This covers congenital defects [Definition: a disease or 

physical abnormality present from birth] (unless previously advertised). Health problems need to be deemed 

to be "genetic" by a qualified exotic veterinarian who is well versed in hedgehogs and cannot be a result of lack 

of vet care, improper diet/nutrition, poor housing, neglect, abuse or accidents. If your hedgehog is found to 

have a genetic defect, that jeopardizes the quality of its life we will replace the hedgehog at no additional cost. 

All vet records must be provided to The Prickled Rose. If the hedgehog dies due to a congenital disease/defect a 

necropsy report must be provided to The Prickled Rose at your cost to receive a replacement hedgehog.   

Our hedgehogs come with a lifetime guarantee against wobbly hedgehog syndrome (WHS). Wobbly 

Hedgehog Syndrome (WHS) can ONLY BE DIAGNOSED THROUGH NECROPSY. Common ailments like 

ear infection, hibernation attempts, temperature issues, stroke, neurological issues, etc. can show symptoms 

similar to WHS. WHS is a very very rare and slow progressing condition but is usually diagnosed by 

inexperience hedgehog vets even though it can only be diagnosed via necropsy after death. Buyer assumes all 

financial responsibility of the necropsy and related expenses. If wobbly hedgehog syndrome is found through 

necropsy by a qualified exotic vet, The Prickled Rose will replace the hedgehog with a hedgehog of equal 

value. Necropsy Report and all vet records must be provided to The Prickled Rose to receive a replacement 

hedgehog.  

▪ The Prickled Rose does not offer any warranty for any cancer or tumor related illness/death.   

▪ The Prickled Rose will not replace hedgehogs who passed due to accidental death, neglect or abuse.  

o This includes improper set up, nutrition, or improper handling.   

▪ The Prickled Rose is never responsible for any vet bills once the hedgehog has left our care.  

▪ Please note when buying an adult hedgehog from us we ONLY offer the 7-day health guarantee. 

By initialing here ________ I agree & understand the Health Guarantee that comes with the hedgehog. 

Policy Agreement (Please initial after reading each section): 
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We expect all buyers to read our policy before purchasing one of our hedgehogs. We provide a copy when 

we initially talk to a prospective buyer and when the hedgehog goes home. Buyer understands by signing this 

contract you are agreeing to all of our policies stated. Buyer understands the hedgehog is for pet purposes 

only.  Buyer is agreeing they will not breed the hedgehog (unless previous discussed with and approved by The 

Prickled Rose) and by doing so will break contract, void health guarantee and will result in legal action. 

Buyer agrees they have thoroughly read the return policy and understands the timeline and percentages 

in the case they may have to return their hedgehog.  

By initialing here ________ I agree & understand the Policy Agreement. 

By initialing here ________ I agree & understand that I will not breed this hedgehog. 

By initialing here ________ I state that I (the buyer) have received a copy of The Prickled Rose policies. 

 

We the Breeder and the Buyer, do hereby acknowledge this to be a true and binding contract. We agree to 

abide by the terms and policies provided. 

Breeder’s Signature ____________________________________ Date ______________  

Breeder’s First Name _____________________ Breeder’s Last Name _____________________ 

Buyer’s Signature ____________________________________ Date ______________  

Buyer’s First Name _____________________ Buyer’s Last Name _____________________ 

If at any point you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact The Prickled Rose. 

Contact Us: (Order Listed in Fastest Response Time) 

Facebook: Facebook.com/ThePrickledRose 

Phone: 000-000-0000 (Please Text first, if you need to call please make sure to leave a voicemail as I may be 

busy and need to know why I’m calling back. I will try my best to get back ASAP 24-48 hours from message). 

Email: ThePrickledRose@yahoo.com 

Website: ThePrickledRose.com  

 

Thank you for choosing 
The Prickled Rose! 

 


